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EFFECTSOF UPPER-SURFACEBLOWINGAND THRUST
, VECTORINGONLOW-SPEEDAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OF A LARGE-SCALESUPERSONICTRANSPORTMODEL
By Paul L. Coe,Jr.,H. ClydeMcLemore
and James P. Shivers
SUNDRY
Testshave beenconductedin the Langleyfull-scalewind-tunnelto
determinethe effectsof thrustvectoringand upper-surfaceblowingon the
low-speedaerodynamic haracteristicsof a large-scalesupersonictransport
model.
The resultsof the investigationshowedthatthe incremental ift pro-
vided by thrustvectoringof lowersurfaceengineswas limitedto the vector
• componentof thrustwith no appreciableinducedcirculationfor the particular
configurationtested. However,significantadditionalcirculationliftwas
' producedby upper-surfaceblowing(USB)obtainedby deflectingthe exhaustof
upper-surfacemountedenginesdownonto the wing surface. With eitherthe
thrustvectoringor USB concepts,the use of boundary-layercontrolon the
trailingedge flapswas foundto improveflap effectivenessfor high flap
deflections.Low-speedperformanceconsiderationsindicatethat the upper-
surfaceenginearrangement,with 200 elbow deflectedexhaustnozzlesand
trailing-edgeBLC,can achieveeither3° climb or 30 approachconditionswith
anglesof attackon the orderof 0° and liftcoefficientsof about 0.74. The
testsalso showedthatthe increasedliftprovidedby eitherthe thrustvector-
ing or USB conceptwas accompaniedby largenegativepitchingmoments.
Both the upper-and lower-surfacengineconfigurationsexhibitedstatic
i longitudinalinstabilityfor the aft center-of-gravitylocationused in the
tests,and a markedincreasein the instabilityoccurredat anglesof attack
• aboveI0°. The horizontaltailprovideda small incrementin staticlongitu-
dinalstability,and provedto be an effectivemeans of providingpitch
" control.
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The upper surface engine configuration, in the high lift condition,
exhibited static directional stability for angles of attack up to _ _:130,
and positive effective dihedral throughout the angle of attack range. Although
the large rolling and yawing moments introduced with one-engine inoperative
could not be trimmed with the amount of asymmetric boundary layer control (BLC)
used in the investigation;the use of differential flaps in conjunction with
asymmetric BLC was found to reduce the magnitude of the engine out rolling
moment at low angles of attack. In addition, the use of spoilers was found to
be an extremely effective means of providing roll control and also produced
favorable yawing moments, but resulted in a large loss of lift.
INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is presently studying
the aerodynamic characteristics of advanced supersonic transport concepts
which incorporate a highly swept-arrow wing and an aft center-of-gravity
location to minimize trim drag at supersonic cruise speeds. Although wind-
tunnel tests of such configurations have shown that high levels of aerodynamic
efficiency can be obtained at transonic and supersonic speeds (see references
I and 2), configurationsof this type have embodied several design features
which result in poor low-speed characteristics. For example, the trailing-edge
flaps were relatively ineffective because the conventional lower surface engine
arrangement limited the dimensions of the flaps to small spanwise segments
located between the engines. The small flap segments, and a relatively long
fuselage which limits the ground rotation angle, have resulted in configurations
having usable lift coefficients of only about 0.5 for take-off and landing.
Because of the relatively low values of lift coefficient, a wing loading about
20 percent less than that required for efficient cruise performance must be
used to obtain acceptable take-off and landing speeds. In addition, excessively
high pitch attitudes (caused by low values of lift curve slope) and the
relatively long fuselage result in long landing gear lengths, and a requirement
for deflection of the fuselage forebody for improved visibility during the
climb and approach conditions. These configuration features, together with
the oversized wing, result in an undesirable increase in operational weight.
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A need therefore exists for methods to incre_se the low-speed lift available
for take-off and landing of advanced supersonic transports.Q
The present investigationwas conducted to determine the capability of
upper-surfaceblowing (USB) and thrust-vectoringconcepts to improve the low-
, speed lift characteristicsof an advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport
model. An exploratory application of the USB concept to an advanced supersonic
transport configuration has previously been reported in reference 3 wherein
significant additional circulation lift was produced by the concept. Th_
present investigationextended the scope of the previous USB study to include
the effects of: (1) boundary-layercontrol applied to the trailing-edge flap
system; (2) deflected engine nozzles for increased lift; and (3) a more
representativehorizontal tail geometry. The thrust-vectoringconcept was
studied for a conventional lower-surface engine installation with deflected
nozzles. These tests were conducted to determine if additional lift, other
than the direct contribution of the component of the thrust force, would be
produced by induced circulation arising from the entrainment of flow over the
• trailing-edge flap system by the engine exhaust.
The tests were conducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel over an angle-
of-attack range from about _ = -lO° to _ = 340, at Reynolds numbers (based
on the wing mean aerodynamic chord) of 5.17 x lO6 and 3.89 x lO6. The con-
figuration variables included leading- and trailing-edge flap deflection,
engine nozzle angle, and engine thrust coefficient. Also included in the
investigationwere a limited number of tests to determine the lateral-
directional characteristicsof the model and to determine the forces and
moments associated with the one-engine inoperative condition.
SYMBOLS
The longitudinal data are referred to the wind system of axes and the
lateral-directional data are referred to the body system of axes as illustrated
in figure I. The moment reference center for the tests was located at 53.8-
• percent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord.
• The dimensional quantities here|_ are given in both the International
_ 3)
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System of Units (SI) and the U. S. Customary Units.
b wing span, m (ft)
B.S. body station (longitudinaldistance from model nose), _;_(ft)
BLC boundary layer control
mean aerodynamic chord, 3.368 m (If.05 ft)
CD drag coefficient, Drag/qS
CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS
CC rolling moment coefficient, Rolling moment/qS b
Cm pitching moment coefficient, Pitching moment/qS
Cn yawing moment coefficient, Yawing moment/qS b
Cy side force coefficient, Side force/qS
Cu BLC blowing coefficient (thrust produced by BLC/qS)
it horizontal tail incidence, positive leading-edge up, deg
tail length, m (ft)
I
q free stream dynamic pressure, N/m2 (Ibf/ft2)
RN Reynolds number
S wing area, I0.232 m2 (llO.14 ft2)
T/W thrust to weight ratio
T_ thrust coefficient,Thrust/qS
T_ • 0 thrust coefficient corresponding to the condition where the engine
exhaust total pressure equals the free stream total pressure
X,Y,Z body axis coordinates
angle of attack, deg
B angle of sideslip, deg
¢ downwash angle, deg
_e elevator deflection (positive trailing-edge down), deg
4
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. 6_e leading-edgeflap deflection (positive downward), deg
• 6f trailing-edgeflap deflection (positive trailing-edge down), deg
6N exhaust nozzle deflection (positive downward), deg
, 6s spoiler deflection angle, deg
ACL increment in lift coefficient
AC_ increment in rolling moment coefficient
ACn increment in yawing moment coefficient
ACy increment in side force coefficient
Subscripts:
L left
R right
MODEL
• The dimensional characteristicsof the mode] are listed in table I and
shown in figure 2. Photographs of the model mounted for tests in the Langley
full-scale tunnel are presented in figures 3 and 4.
Previous tests with this particular model have been reported in reference
3. For the present tests, the leading- and trailing-edge flaps were modified
and the tail configurationwas revised.
The wing consisted of an arrow planform with an inboard leading-edge
sweep angle of 740, a midspan sweep angle of 70.50, and an outboard sweep of
600. The wing was rigidly constructed to simulate the shape of an elastic wing
in l-g flight at low speeds. The thickness ratio was 3.08 percent and the out-
board 27.5 percent semispan had a leading-edge droop of 450 and a trailing-edge
droop of 50. The wing had leading-edge flaps which could be deflected from 0°
to 300 .
When configured with lower surface engines (see figure 2(a)) the model
was equipped with four engine simulators which consisted of tip driven fans
' 5
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powered by externally supplied compressed air. The nozzle exhausts could be
deflected using either 20o, 30o or 40o elbow segments (see figure 2(b)) and the
segmented trailing-edgeflap system shown in figure 2(a) could be deflected
from 0° to 40o. When configured with upper surface engines (see figure 2(c)),
the model was powered by two engine simulators and the nozzle exhaust could be
deflected using either 20o tabs or 20e elbow inserts (see figure 2(d)). In the
USB configuration, the model incorporated a relatively large-span unsegmented
flap which could be deflected from 0° to 40o.
For both the lower and upper surface engine arrangements, blowing slots
located forward of the trailing-edge flaps were oriented to provide a sheet of
high pressure air over the upper surface of the flap to control flow separation
(see figure 2(e)). The inboard and outboard blowing slots were _upplied by
separate plenums, thus the amount of blowing over the inboard and outboard
flaps could be individuallyvaried. The tail configuration used in the present
tests was representativeof designs under consideration for advanced supersonic
transports, and the nose of the fuselage was constructed with a fixed downward
deflection to simulate the geometry previously found to be necessary for low-
speed operations.
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
Configurationwith Lower Surface Engines
Tests were conducted for the lower surface engine configuration at a
Reynolds number (based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord) of 5.17 x lO6 for
a range of angle of attack from -lO° to 340. For the tail-off configuration
tests were conducted for leading-edge flap deflections of 0° and 300 and a
trailing-edgeflap deflection of 0°. Tests were also conducted for trailing-
edge flap angles of 200, 300, 400 and for a 400/300/200 condition in which the
inboard flap angle was 400, the middle flap angle was 30°, and the outboard
flap angle was 200. These tests were all conducted for nominal values of
thrust coefficient of 0.0, O.l, and 0.2, with and without boundary-layer
I
control applied to the trailing-edge flap.
6
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In additionto testsconductedusing straight(undeflected)nozzles,
testswere also conductedwhereinthe engineexhaustswere deflectedusing
• 200, 300, and 400 elbowsegments. Tail-ontestswere conducted_or a 300
nozzledeflectionwith a 400/300/200flapsettingwith boundarylayercontrol
and a thrustcoefficientof 0.2. For theseteststhe horizontaltailwas usedi
as an all movablesurfacewith a rangeof tailincidenceanglesof -15° to +200.
Configurationwith Upper SurfaceEngines
Tests were conductedfor the USB configurationat a Reynoldsnumberof
3.89x lO6 for a leading-edgeflapdeflectionof 300. For the tail-off
condition,testswere conductedfor trailing-edgeflap anglesof 0°, 200, 30°,
and 400 for nominalvaluesof thrustcoefficientof 0.0,O.l, and 0.2,with
and withoutboundary-layercontrol. In additionto testsconductedusing
straight(undeflected)nozzles,testswere alsoconductedfor which the engine
exhaustwas deflectedusing either200 tabsor 200 elbowsegments.
Tail-ontestswere conductedfor the 400 trailing-edgeflap deflection
with boundary-layercontrol,a thrustcoefficientof 0.2, and 200 elbowexhaust
nozzles. Duringthesetests the horizontaltailwas used as an all-movable
tailwith elevatorhavinga rangeof tail incidence/elevatordeflectionangles
of -15°/-30° to +20°/+40°;(correspondingto 15° leading-edgedown/30°
trailing-edgeup, and 200 leadinq-edgeup/40° trailing-edgedown, respectively).
In additionto the foregoingtests,a limitednumberof testswere con-
ductedfor the USB configuration(1) at B = lO° to evaluatelateral-
directionalcharacteristics;and (2)with the rightengineinoperativeto
evaluatethe engine-outcondition.
Corrections
The testdata have beencorrectedfor air-flowangularity,buoyancy,and
for struttares. Wall correctionswere foundby the theoryof reference4 to
be n_gligibleand were not applied.
7
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OUTLINEOF RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
In accordancewith the primaryobjectiveof the investigation,emphasis
is hereinplacedon the effectsof boundary-layercontrol,USB, and vectored
thruston the longitudinalaerodynamiccharacteristicsof the model an_ the
bulkof datapertainto thissubject. The resultsof a limitednumberof
teststo determinelateral-directionalcharacteristicsand the problems
associatedwithengine-outoperationfor the USB configurationare presented
in a latersectionof the paper. An outlineo_ the presentationof resultsis
given in the followingtable.
I. RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONOF LONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICS
A. Tail-OffResultsfor Lower-SurfaceEngines
Effectof:
(a) Leading-edgeflapdeflection........ 9 5
(b) Trailing-edgeflap deflection ....... lO 6, 7
(c) Trailing-edgeflapdeflectionwith boundary
layercontrol .............. lO 8, 9, 10
(d) Thrustcoefficient............. II 11
(e) Thrustcoefficientwith deflectednozzles 12 12
B. Tail-OffResultsfor Upper-SurfaceEngines
Effectof:
(a) Trailing-edgeflapdeflection ....... I_ 13
(b) Trailing-edgeflap deflectionwith boundary
layercontrol .............. 13 14, IS
(c) Thrustcoefficientand exhaustnozzle
deflection.............. I_ 16,17,18,19
C. Comparisonof Liftand Pitchin9 MomentCharacteristics
for Lower-and Upper-SurfaceEngines ......... I_ 20
I
D. HorlzontalTail Effectiveness
(a) Lower-surfacengineconfiguration..... 16 21, 22
(b) Upper-surfacengineconfiguration..... 17 23, 24
: 8
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E. PerformanceConsiderations............... 18 25, 26
F. PitchTrim Considerations............... 19
, , II. RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONOF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICSOF USB CONFIGURATION
A. Effectof Sidesl.ip................... 21 27
B. Effectof SpoilerDeflection.............. 21 2J
C. Engine-OutCharacteristics............... 22 29, 30
RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONOF LONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICS
Tail-OffResultsfor Lo_er SurfaceEngines
Leading-edgeflap deflection.-The longitudinalaerodynamiccharacter-
isticsof the basicwing-bodycombination(6_ = 0°) and the wing-bodycom-
binationwith leading-edgeflapsdeflected30_, are presentedin figure5.
The datashownare for the conditionof zero trailing-edgeflap deflectionand
T_ = O. For the aft referencecenter-of-gravitylocationused in the tests,
the wing-bodycombinationwas staticallyunstable. For the basicwing-body
combination(6_e= 0°) the dataof figure5 show that the levelof instabilit_
increasedg_aduallywith increasingangleof attackup to about .L= 10°;and
for anglesof attackgreaterthanI0° the data showa markedincreas_in the
levelof instability.Figure5 alsoshows thatdeflectionof the leading-edge
flapto 300 had no effecton the longitudinalcharacteristicsbelow ,= 100
However,for higheranglesof attackthe leadlng-edgeflapdeflectionwas
effectivein both reducingthemagnitudeof the instability,and in delaying
the angleof attackat which the abruptincreasein instabilityoccurred. The
leading-edgeflap deflectionof 300 resultedin relativelysmallreductionin
bothliftand drag at anglesof attackabove 100.
Observationof tuftson the uppersurfaceof the wing indicate_thCt L;,e
abruptincreasein instabilitynear a - 100 was associatedwith the stalling
of the outboardwing tips, and with the formationof leading-edgevortex
, 9
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sheets above the wing surface. Apparently, deflecting the leadin(l-edgeflap
was effective in reduci_igthe instability associated with the vortex flow, but
it was found to have no effect on the stall of the outboard wing t_,s.
Although other values of leading-edge flap deflection were not investi(jatedin
this study, results presented in reference 5 indicate that increasing the
leading-edgeflap deflection beyond 300 may provide additional r,ductions in
the instability associated with the leading-edge vortices, but would also
result in a reduction in lift. As a result of the beneflcial effect obtained
by deflecting the leading-edgeflaps through 300, this value of deflection was
used in all subsequent tests.
Trailing-edge flap deflection.- Figure 6 shows the results obtained for
the model with lower surface engines at T_ = O, for various trailing-edge flap
deflectionswith the tail off. The data of figure 6(a) show that deflecting
the trailing-edgeflaps fr_n 0° to 200 provided a substantial increment in lift
and pitching moment throughout the angle of attack range tested; and that
increasing the deflection of the flaps to 300 provided only a small additional
increment in lift. The results obtained for a flap deflection of 40° and a
flap setting of 400/300/200 (inboard flaps 400 , middle flaps 30°, outboard
flaps 200) are compared to the results obtained for the 3q° flap deflection in
figure 6(b). These data show that both the 400 flap deflection and the
400/300/200 flap setting resulted in longitudinal characteristicswhich were
essentially the same as those obtalned for the 300 flap deflection.
Presented in figure 7 are the results of flow visualization studies for
the 300, 400, and 40°/30°/2_° flap deflections. From these photographs it can
be seen that the reduction in flap effectiveness for the higher flap deflections
may be attributed to flow separation on the deflected flap segments. Figure 7
also indicates the separated flow on the outboard wing t_-.swhich, as previously
mentioned, is partially fesronsible for the marked increase in the instability
of the wing-body combination at angles of attack greater than I0°.
Trailing-edg_ flap deflection with bour,Jar_-la_er control.- Figures 8, 9
and 10 show the results obtained for the wi_g-bodl,combination with lower
surface engines at T_ • O, for various trailing-edge flap deflections with
boundary-layercontrol. The data of figure 8 show that for a given flap
I0
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deflection,the additionof boundary-layercontrol(Cp : 0.02) increasedlift
by an approximatelyconstantincrementover the angleof attackrangetested.
Sincethis incrementin liftis obtainedby increasingthe flapeffectiveness,
and sincethe flap hingeline is aft of the momentreferencecenter,the
increasedlift is accompaniedby a negativeincrementin pitchingmoment,as
would be expected. It i_ interestingto note thatfor the 6f = 400 condition
(figure8(c))doublingthe pressurein the outboar_boundary-layercontrol
plenum(C = 0.025)producedno improvemwmtover the aerodynamic haracter-
isticsobtainedfor C = 0.02.
Presentedin figure9 are the resultsof flow visualizationstudiescon-
ductedto determ:nethe effectof boundary-layercontrolon the flow over the
trailing-edgeflapsystem. Fromthesephotographsit can be seen thatthe
applicationof boundary-layercontrolwas extremelyeffectivein producingflow
attachmentover the inboarddeflectedflap segments;however,th_ outboard
flapsappearto experiencesomeseparationwhen the angle of attackwas
increasedabove a = 0°.
The data of figurelO summarizethe trailing-edgeflap effectiveness,for
thewing-bodycombinatiunwith lowersurfaceenginesat T_ = O, with boundary-
layercontrolapplied. Thesedata are similarto thosediscussedfor tests
withoutboundarylayercontrol(seefigure6) in thatdeflectingthe trailing-
edgeflap from0° to 200 provideda substantialincrementin liftthroughout
the angleof attackrangetested;and that increasingthe deflectionto 300
_"ovideda smalleradditionalincrementin lift. The resultsobtdinedfor the
previously_iscussed400 flapdeflectionand 400/300/200flap settingare
presentedin figurelO(b),and the data show very smallchanges_n the
longitlinalcharacteristicswhen comparedto the dataobtainedtar the 300
flapdeflection.
Effectof thrustcoefficient.-The effectsof thrustcoefficienton the
lon_Itudlnalcharacteristicsof the wlng-bodycombination,with lower-surface
enginesand un_eflected{6N :,0°) nozzles,are pre_entedin fiqureII for a
flapdeflectlor,of 30°. An analysisof thesedata indicatesr,..),withor
withoutboundary-layercontrolappliedto the trailing-edgefi_;,.ystem,the
incrementin liftdue to thrustis sl,tolythe vectorcompu.e,_of the thrust
II
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force given by the expression:
ACL = T_ sin _ (1)
Thus, the conventional lower surface engine arrangement prcJuced no additional
circulatory lift due to thrust for 6N = 0°. The data obtained for other
trailing edge flap deflections show similar results and therefore are not
presented.
Effect of thrust with deflected exhaust nozzles.- Figure 12 shows the
effects of thrust with lower surface engines using the 300 deflected exhaust
nozzles. The data are presented for flap deflections of 300 and 400, with and
without boundary layer control applied to the trailing e_ge flap system.
Analysis of the data again indicates that the increment in lift due to thrust
is simply the vector component of the thrust force which for this condition is:
ACL : T_ sin (_ + 6N) (2)
Therefore, (as in the undeflectedcondition) the lower surface engine with
deflected nozzles produced no additional circulatory lift. This result may
have been expected based on a considerationof the location of the nozzle exits
relative to the trailing-edgeflap for this particular configuration. In this
case, the nozzle was evidently too far aft to produce any beneficial jet-flap
effect. It should be pointed out, however, that other supersonic transport
configurationswhich have the lower surface engines located farther forward
may derive more beneficial effects from thrust vectoring.
Tail-Off Results for Upper-Surface Engines
Trailing-edgeflap deflection.- Figure 13 shows the results obtained for
the wing-body combinationwith upper-surfaceengines and T_ = O, for various
trailing-edgeflap deflectionswithout boundary-layer control. These data are
similar to those obtained for the lower surface engine arrangement (see figure
6) in that deflecting the trailing-edgeflaps from 0° to 20o provided a
substantial increment in lift; increasing the flap deflection to 30° provided
r
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small additionai lift, and the 40o flap deflection produced aerodynamic
characteristicswhich were virtually identical to those obtained for thc _0°
flap deflection.
It should be noted that the trailing-edge flap effectivenesswas slightly
higher for the upper surface engines than for the lower surface engines. This
result would be expected because of the increased flap area associated with the
upper surface engine configuration (see figure 2).
Tr#iling-edge flap deflection with boundary-layercontrol.- Figures 14 and
15 show the results obtained for the wing-body combination for T_ = O, for
various trailing-edgeflap deflections with boundary-layercontrol. It should
be noted that the blowing coefficient per length of span, over the inboard
flap segments, is the same for both the upper and lower surface engine config-
urations. However, preliminary observations indicated that the blowing over
the outboard flap segments was insufficient to provide flow attachment over
the outboard flap segments, and therefore the pressure in the outboard boundary-
layer control plenums was doubled. The increased flap span obtained by
mounting the engines on the upper surface resulted in a total boundary layer
control blowing coefficient of 0.04 for these tests. It shou, l be noted that
no attempt was made during the course of the investigation to determine the
minimum value of C required for flow attachment over the inboard flap
segments. It is therefore possible that reduced levels of boundary-layer
control may be as effective as those tested herein.
Figure 14 shows that boundary-layer control was successful in providing
flap effectivenessfor the highest flap deflection tested (_f = 400) at low
angles of attack; and by comparison of figures 13 and 14 it is seen that
boundary-layercontrol also provides substantial increments in both lift and
pitching moments, for a given flap deflection, at low angles of attack.
However, as the angle of attack increases the effects of boundary layer control
are seen to be reduced.
Figure 15 shows the results of flow visualization studies for the wing-
body combinationwith upper surface engines at zero thrust. Figure 15(a) shows
that without boundary-layercontrol the flaps are partially stalled when
deflected to 200, and are completely stalled when deflected to either 300 or 400.
13
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Figure 15(b) presents results obtained when boundary-layer control was aFplied
to the 300 and the 400 flap systems. From these photographs it is seen i;hat,
as in the case for the lower surface engines, boundary-layer control was
extremely effective in providing flow attachment over the inboard f]_p segnjnt;
however, the outboard flap segment appeared to be experiencing some _cp_:ration
when the angle of attack was increased above _ = 0°. These results dre in
agreement with the measured aerodynamic data presented in figures 13 and 14.
Although the cause for the stall of the outboard flap segments is unknown, the
inward direction of the flow over these segments suggests that the proble_nmay
be partly associated with the relatively high sweep of the outboard flap hinge
line.
Effect of thrust and engine exhaust deflection.- Results presented in
reference 3 show that only modest increments in circulatory lift can be
obtained using upper surface engines exhausting straight back over the wing.
However, reference 3 also indicates that significant increases in lift may be
obtained when the exhaust is deflected down onto the wing surface. In the
present study, a straight nozzle, a straight nozzle with a 200 tab deflector
(similar to that used in reference 3), and a 20o elbow arrangement (see
figure 2(d)) were used to deflect the exhaust down onto the upper surface of
the wing. It should be noted that the elbow arrangement required a t _dified
exit, as shown in figure 2(d)), in order for the 200 deflection to be
accomplished. This in turn required the use of higher exhaust velocities in
order to obtain the desired levels of thrust.
Presented in figure 16 is a comparison of the longitudinal characteristics
obtained for each of the above mentioned exhaust nozzle arrangements at values
of T_ of O.l and 0.2. These data are for trailing-edge flap deflections of
200, 300, and 400 and for values of Cu of 0 and 0.04. The results for each
flap deflection are similar and show that for each condition the 200 elbow
exhaust nozzle produced higher values of lift than did the straight nozzle, or
the 200 tab deflector. It should be noted that other values of elbow exhaust
nozzle deflection were not tested. It is therefore possible that reduced elbow
deflectionsmay be as effective as those tested herein.
14
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Figure 17 compares the results of flow visualization studies conducted for
the model with undeflected exhaust nozzles and 200 elbow exhaust nozzles. The
photographs presented are for conditions corresponding to _ = lO°, T_ = 0.2,
6f = 400, and C = O. It can be seen that the flow over the trailing-edge
flap system is separated for the undeflected nozzles; however, for the 200
nozzles the flow over the inboard flap segments is seen to be attached. Thus
the deflected nozzles are effective in aiding the trailing-edgeflaps to turn
the jet exhaust and thereby provide an increase in circulation lift. It should
be noted that the jet exhaust had only small effects on the outboard flap
segments, indicating that by repositioning the engines, or perhaps by using a
four engine configuration, even higher lift coefficients may be obtained. 1'he
results obtained for other flap deflections show similar flow conditions and
are not presented.
Figure 18 shows the effect of thrust on the static longitudinal aero-
dynamic characteristicsof the wing-body combination with upper-surface engines
and straight nozzles, for various flap deflections. These data show that for
the unpowered configuration, a marked break in the lift curve occurred at an
angle of attack of approximately 200. The data show that thrust produced some
additional circulation lift at positive angles of attack and a significant
increase in the angle of attack at which the lift curve break occurred.
The effect of thrust on the static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of the wing-body combination with upper surface engines and 200 elbow exhaust
nozzles is shown in figure 19. These data show that for a given trailing-edge
flap deflection, with or without boundary-layercontrol, very significant
increment_ in both lift and pitching moment were obtained when thrust was
applied.
Comparison of Lift and Pitching Moment Characteristics
For Lower- and Upper-Surface Engines
Figure 20 summarizes the lift and pitching moment characteristics obtained
for both the lower- and upper-surface engine configurations at ._= 0° and
T_ = 0.2. The data are presented as a function of trailing-edge flap deflection
for the various arrangements considered. Figure 20(a) shows that for the lower
15
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surface engine arrangement the highest value of lift coefficient obtdined _t
= 0° was CL = 0.62 for a 400 trailing-edge flap deflection with boundary-
layer control (BLC) and _N = 300. The data presented in figure 20(b) show
that at zero angle of attack a lift coefficient of CL = 0.87 was obtained
using the upper surface engine arrangement, with 200 elbow exhaust nozzles and
400 flaps with BLC. The lift produced by the upper surface engine configura-
tion at low-speedswas well in excess of the value for which the wing under
investigationwas initially sized.
These data also illustrate the previously mentioned beneficial effects of
boundary-layercontrol. In particular, analysis of the data indicates that
increments in lift coefficient of about ACL = O.l may be obtained from the
boundary-layercontrol used with the lower surface engine configuration at
= 0° and 6f = 400. The data also show that the use of BLC for the upper
surface engine configurationwith straight nozzles provided an increment in
lift of about ACL = 0.27 at _ = 0° and with a flap deflection of 400. In
the USB arrangementwith deflected nozzles, BLC provided an increment in lift
coefficient of about ACL = 0.09 for _ = 0° and 6f = 400.
Figure 20 also shows that the increment in lift obtained by thrust
vectoring of the lower-surface engines, and the increased lift obtained by
deflecting the exl,austof the upper surface mounted engines down onto the wing
surface, was accompanied by large negative pitching moments.
Horizontal Tail Effectiveness
Lower surfaceengine arrangement.- Presented in figures 21 and 22 are the
longitudinaldata t_. the tail-on configuration with lower surface engines.
The configurati__ included 300 deflected leading-edge flaps, a 400/300/200
trailing-edgeflap setting with boundary-layer control, and 300 deflected
nozzles cperating at a thrust coefficient of 0.2. Figure 21 compares data
obtaincJ with the tail off to data obtained with the tail on at zero tail
in¢'uence and zero elevator deflection. These data show that tor angles of
attack below about 130 the horizontal tail provides a small contribution to
static longitudinal stability and a positive increment in pitching moment
resulting from a negative lift force acting on the tail surface. These results
A
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indicate the presence of a strong downwash field acting at the horizontal tail
location and high values of the downwash factor 3___c At angles of attack
greater than 13° the horizontal tail provided a somewhat greater contribution
to longitudinal stability, indicating a reduction in the downwash factor _-_ ;
however, the presence of the strong downwash field is still apparent. For
example, at approximately 200 angle of attack the horizontal tail is seen to
produce no increment in either lift or pitching moment indicating that the
tail is at an effective angle of attack of 0°.
Figure 22 shows that the use of the horizontal tail as an all-movable
surface provided a relatively constant value of control effectiveness through-
= 200 for which
out the angle of attack range; the only exception being it
the data of figure 22(b) snow tail stall at the higher angles of attack.
U_per surface engine arrangement.- Figures 23 and 24 present the static
longitudinaldata for the tail-on configurationwith upper surface engines.
The configuration had 30° deflected leading-edge flaps, a 400 trailing-edge
flap deflection with boundary-layercontrol, and 200 elbow exhaust nozzles
operating at a thrust coefficient of 0.2. Figure 23 compares the data obtained
for the tail-off and tail-on conditions at zero elevator deflection, These
data indicate trends similar to those for the lower surface engine arrangement,
in that for angles of attack less than approximately 130, the horizontal tail
provides a slightly favorable contribution to static longitudinal stability,
and increased stabilizing effect at angles of attack above 13°.
The elevator effectiveness for the upper surface engine arrangement was
investigated using a two segment, all movable horizontal tail. This two
segment surface was used in order to introduce camber, and thereby increase
tail lift. The results for positive and negative tail deflections presented in
figure 24 show that this tail configurationwas more effective in providing
pitch control than was the lower-surfaceengine configurationwith the all-
movable single-segmenthorizontal tail.
It should be noted that for both the upper- and lower-surfaceengine
arrangements operating in the high lift condition, the horizontal tail was an
effective means of providing pitch control, but did not provide a capability
for longitudinal trim for angles of attack less than 15°. This result is
17
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directly related to the large negative pitching moments, exhibited by the wing
body combination at low angles of attack (see figure 20). Similar result_ are
presented in reference 3, and a brief consideration of possible methods for
providing pitch trim will be discussed in a subsequent section of this report.
Performance Considerations
As previously discussed, the upper surface engine configuration with 20o
elbow exhaust nozzles is an effective means of providing increased values of
lift, as compared with the lower surface engine configuration. In order to
establish the relative performance of these configurationsduring the landing
and take-off phases of flight, a 30 approach and a 30 climb condition have been
analyzed. It was assumed that a 400 flap deflection with boundary-layercontrol
was used for the 30 approach condition; and a 30° flap deflection with boundary-
layer control was used for the 3° climb condition. The data presented in this
section correspond to that obtained for the untrinmed, tail-off configurations.
This assumes (as will be discussed in a subsequent section) that pitch trim can
be provided without penalizing the values of lift obtainable for these
conditions.
Figures 25 and 26 compare the lift-drag polars for the lower surface
engine configurationwith 300 deflected nozzles, to the lift drag polars for
the upper surface engine configurationwith straight (undeflected)nozzles and
with 200 elbow exhaust nozzles. Figure 25 presents the polars for the 30
approach condition. From these data the lift coefficients and the values of
T/W for the 3o climb condition can be obtained. The angle of attack is
determined for these conditions from the corresponding longitudinal data. The
resulLs obtained are presented in table If(a) for each of these configurations
at a thrust coefficient of O.l and 0.2. From table II(a) it is seen that the
upper surface engine configuration with the 200 elbow exhaust nozzles provides
the lowest approach angle of attack for a given thrust coefficient. In
addition, it is seen that this configuration can perform the 3o approach at a
thrust coefficient of T_ = O.l, an angle of attack of approximately -l.5°; and
a lift coefficient of 0,72.
18
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Presente_ in figure 26 are the polars for the assumed 3o climb condition,
and the results obtaired from analysis of these polars are presented in table
II(b). From table II(b) it is seen that the upper surface engine configuration
with the 200 elbow exhaust nozzles provides the lowest climb angle of attack
for a given thrust coefficient. In particular, this configuration could
achieve a climb angle of attack of 1.50 at a lift coefficient of 0.74 and a
thrust coefficient of 0.2, which corresponds to a thrust to weight ratio of
0.27. Presented in table II(c) are the results obtained assuming a 200 flap
deflection for the 3° climb condition. The results are similar to those for
the 300 flap except that the angle of attack is higher for each configuration.
The important point obtained from the foregoing results is the fact that
the upper surface engine arrangement with 200 elbow exhaust nozzles will permit
operation at relatively low angles of attack during the landing and take-eff
phases of flight. Lower angles of attack would allow reduced landing gear
length and would also eliminate the requirement for deflection of the fuselage
nose. Eliminationof these features could result in a significant weight
reduction. In addition, it should be noted that the lift coefficient obtained
for the climb and approach condition is about CL = .74. This value is in
• considerable excess of the value CL = .5 for which the wing was initially
sized. Thus, the wing area may be reduced, which would result in an additional
weight savings, and would reduce the magnitude of the pitching moments
associated with flap deflection. Thus, smaller aerodynamic surfaces would be
required for pitch trim. It should also be noted that the reduced wing size
would result in less drag and therefore less required thrust. This may provide
increased cruise efficiency through the use of smaller engines.
Pitch Trim Considerations
One of the problems associated with the use of the upper surface blowing
concept is that the lift loads induced on the flap produce large negative
pitching moments (see figure 20). The significance of the problem is
illustrated by the horizontal tail effectiveness data, shown in figures 23 and
24, which indicates that the 7-percent conventional tail arrangement tested
could not provide trim capability at low angles of attack. As discussed in the
performance section, significant weight savings may be obtained with the USB
19
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concept provided that a method of obtaining pitch trim, which does not penalize
the lift capability of the configuration at low angles of attack, is developed.
Therefore, a brief considerationof the relative merits of several methods of
providing pitch trim is included. For purposes of discussion it is assumed
that the position of the center of gravity and horizontal tail remain fixed.
Horizontal tail modifications.- The non-dimensional horizontal tail length
(_/_) for the present configuration was approximately l.O; therefore any
modification to the horizontal tail designed to increase the amount of negative
tail lift, and therefore provide a nose-up pitching moment for trim, will
obviously result in an undesirable one-to-one reduction in net lift. For
example a tail providing a negative lift coefficient of 0.16 would provide
pitch trim; however, it would also result in a reduction of the net CL of
0.16.
Fixed canard.- One possible means of providing pitch trim and increased
lift is through the use of a fixed canard located forward of the center of
gravity. However, this arrangement has the undesirable effect of introducing
an additional destabilizing contribution to Cm_.
Free-floatin9 canard.- An alternate approach to the fixed canard is an
arrangement in which the canard is allowed to float freely about a hinge line.
In such an arrangement the canard could provide pitch trim without the desta-
bilizing effect associated with the fixed canard. However, experience with
such arrangementshas shown that they are prone to flutter and gust response
problems.
Geared canard.- Another attractive canard arrangement is one in which the
canard is geared such that its incidence angle is reduced as the airplane angle
of attack is increased. Such an arrangement results in a beneficial contri-
bution to lift, a nose-up moment for trim, and a means of providing artificial
stability. A qualitative analysis of the benefits of such an arrangement is
presented in reference 3. That analysis shows that a relatively small geared
canard, used in conjunction with a conventional aft tail, may be an effective
means for achieving low-speed longitudinal stability and trim. Such an arrange-
ment might be required to be retractable for flight at high speeds, and there-
fore a weight penalty may be introduced by the system. However, it may allow
20
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the full benefits of the upper surface blowing concept to be realized.
It is recognized that alternate approaches to the stability and trim
, problems are available, and a comprehensive study is required in order to
resolve the trade-offs and advantages ef the various systems.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALCHARACTERISTICS
During the present investigation a limited number of tests were conducted
in order to determine the static lateral-directionalcharacteristics of the
model and to determine the problems associated with the loss of an engine.
Inasmuch as the upper surface engine configuration appeared to exhibit superior
longitudinalcharacteristics,the tests were restricted tc that configuration.
In particular, these tests were conducted for the high lift condition, corre-
sponding to a flap deflection of 400 and a 200 deflection of the exhaust nozzles.
Effect of Sideslip
The variation of the lateral-directionalcoefficients Cy, Cn, and C_
with angle of attack, for a sideslip angle of 6 = lO°, are presented in
figure 27. The data show that, without thrust, the model exhibited static
directional stability for angles of attack up to approximately 13°, and
positive effective dihedral throughout the angle of attack range tested. The
data also show that thrust tends to increase the directional stability and
delay the angle of attack at which the directional instability occurs. Although
detailed stuuies of the flow field at the vertical tail location were not
conducted, it is conceivable that the engine exhaust may impinge on the vertical
tail, thereby enhancing its effectiveness. It should also be noted that both
thrust and boundary-layercontrol had marked effects on the effective dihedral.
Effect of Spoiler Deflection
Figure 28 preser,tsthe increments of force and moment coefficients
produced by deflecting a spoiler located directly ahead of the right inboard
flap segments (see figure 2(el for geometric details) with the engines operating
21
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at T_ = 0.2. The data showthat the spoilerprovideda largeamountof roll
controland favorableyawingmomentsover the angle of attackrange tested.
However,the longitudinaldata presentedin figure28(b)show that the spoiler
deflectionalso resultedin an extremelylargelossof lift. It shouldbe
notedthat the data presentedare for a spoilerdeflectionof 700; and that,3
reducedspoilerdeflectionangles,or a reductionin spoilerspan,may still
provideadequaterollcontrolwith a reducedliftpenalty.
Engine-outCharacteristics
The problemsassociatedwith the loss of an engineare particularly
severefor configurationsdependentuponpropulsivelift. In order to
establishthe severityof the problems(andto investigatepossiblemeans for
alleviatingtheseproblems),testswere conductedinwhich the right engine
was inoperative.It shouldbe notedthat in all of the engine-outtests
asymmetricboundary-layercontrolwas applied. For example,with the right
engineinoperative,bounda-ylayercontrolwas appliedto the righttrailing-
edge flapsystemonly.
The data of figure29 show the incrementof forceand momentcoefficient
producedfor the rightenglne-outcondition. The datashow thatwith the right
engineinoperativevery largeout-of-trimrollingand yawingmomentsoccurred
and that the applicationof asymmetricboundary-layercontrolwas insufficient
to providelateral-directionaltrim. It is interestingto note that the
incrementin yawingmomentproducedby the lossof the enginewas essentially
constantover the angleof attackrange;while the incrementin rollingmoment
increased_ith increasingangleof attack. Althoughflowvisualizationphoto-
graphsare not availablefor theseconditions,observationof the surfacetufts
showedthatthe increasein the out-of-trimrollingmomentwith increasing
angleof attackcouldbe attributedto a progressiveincreasein flow separation,
over the portionof the wing locatedbehindthe inoperative ngineand inboard
of the outboardverticalfin. Figure29(b)shows that in additionto lateral-
directionaltrim problems,the lossof an enginealso resultedin a marked
_eductionin lift.
22
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Since the amount of asymmetric boundary-layercontrol used in the ir_vesti-
gation proved to be insufficient for providic_ lateral-directionaltrim for the
right-engine inoperative condition, additional tests were conducted using
differential flap settings in conjunction with asymmetric boundary-layer
control. For these tests the left flap deflection was reduced from 400 to 300,
and the results are presented in figure 30. Comparison of figures 30(a) and
29(a) shows that differential flap deflection in conjunction with as_m_etric
boundary layer control reduced the magnitude of the out-of-trim rolling moments
for angles of attack from -50 to about lO°; however, the moments provided were
insufficient for trim. In addition, at higher angles of attack the magnitudes
of the out-of-trim rolling moments were about the same as those for the
symmetric flap condition. Comparison of figures 30(a) and 29(a) also shows
that the differential flap deflection resulted in significantly higher values
of out-of-trimyawing moments throughout the angle of attack range. Since
rudder effectiveness was not investigated, it is not known whether directional
trim could be provided by rudder deflection.
Comparison of figures 30(b) and 29(b) shows that as expected, the
differential flap setting resulted in a slightly larger lift loss than that
produced by symmetric flap deflection.
The foregoing considerations illustrate the severity of the engine-out
problem for the present upper surface engine configuration. Although spoi]er
deflectionmay provide the required lateral trim, the lift loss associated with
spoiler deflection would be undesirable.
In addition, it should be pointed out that the engine-out data presented
are for a two-engine arrangement, and that a four-engine configuration may
provide more acceptable engine-out characteristics.
SUt.'_I_RYOF RESULTS
The results of wind-tunnel tests to determine the effects of upper surface
blowing and thrust vectoring on the low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
large-scale supersonic transport model may be summarized as follows:
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I. The ir -ntalliftprovidedby thrustvector:_ of lower-surface
engineswas llm!tedto thp vectorcomponentof thrustw)_:_no appreciable
inducedcirculationfor the particularconfigur_t_o__ed.
2. Significar_iadditionalcirculatorylift_v_ :_,_ducedby upper-surface
blowingobtainedby deflectingthe exhaustof _:,__-_urfacemountedengines
downonto the wing surface.
3. Witheitherthe thrustvectori_go U_6 concepts,the use of boundary-
layercontrolon the trailing-edgeflapswa_ Foundto improveflap effective-
nessfor high flapdeflections.
4. The increasedliftprovidedby eitherthrustvectoringor upper
surfaceblowingwas accompaniedby largenegativepitchingmoments.
5. Both the upper-and lower-surfacengineconfigurationsexhibited
staticlongitudinalinstabilityfor the aft centerof gravityused in the tests,
and a markedincreasein the instabilityoccurredat anglesof attackabove lO°.
6. The horizontaltailprovideda small incrementin stati_longitudinal
st_billtyfor the configurationwith eitherenginearrangementand provedto
be an effectivemeans of providingpitch control.
7. Low-speedperfomance considerationsindicatethat the upper surface
enginearrangement,with 20o elbowdeflectedexhaustnozzlesand trailing-edge
BLC,couldachieveeither3o climbor 3o approachconditionswith anglesof
attackon the orderof a - 0° and liftcoefficientsof about C = 0.74.
8. lhe upper surfaceengineconfiguration,in the high liftcondition,
exhibitedstaticdirectionalstabilityfor anglesof attackup to 13°, and
positiveeffectivedihedralthroughoutthe angleof attackrange.
g. The largerollingand yawingmomentsintroducedwith one-engine
_noperativefor the USB configurationcould not be trimmedwith the amountof
_svnmetricboundarylayercontrol(BLC)used in the investigation.However,
the use of differentialflaps in conjunctionwithas)_rmetricBLC was foundto
significantlyreducethe magnitudeof the engine-outrollingmomentat low
anglesof attack.
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10. Spoiler deflection for the USB configurJtionwas found to be an
excreme!y effective means of providing roll control and also produ,.edfavc_r',ic,ie
yawing moments, but resulted in a large loss of lift.
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICSOF MODEL
Wing:
Area, M2 (ft2) I0.232 (II0.14)
Span, M (ft) 4.199 (13.778)
Aspect Ratio 1.72
Root Chord, M (ft) 5.589 (]8.337)
Tip Chord, M (ft) 0.538 (1.764)
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, M (ft) 3.368 (II.05)
L. E. Sweep (B. S. 1.275 (4.184)),deg 74.00
L. E. Sweep (B. S. 4.758 (15.609)),deg 70.50
L. E. Sweep (B. W. 6.238 (20.615)),deg 60.00i
Vertical Tail:
Area, M2 (ft2} O.lOl (I.09)
Span, M (ft) 0.393 (I.291)
Root Chord, M (ft) O.711 (2.333)
Tip Chord, M (ft) 0.163 (0.534)
L. E. Sweep, deg 59.0
Vertical Fin (Two):
Area, M2 (ft2) 0.415 (4.472)
Span, M (ft) 0.328 (I.075)
Root Chord, M (ft) 1.109 (3.638)
Tip Chord, M (ft) 0.158 (0.518)
L. E. Sweep, deg 73.40
Horizontal Tail:
Area, M2 (ft2) 0.739 (7.963)
Span, M (ft) l.Ol5 (3.33)
Aspect Ratio 1.39
Root Chord, M (ft) 1.200 (3.937)
Tip Chord, M (ft) 0.268 (0.845)
L. E. Sweep, deg 43.00
Dihedral,deg -15.00
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TABLE II
SUMMARYOF RESULTSFOR APPROACHAND CLIMB PERFORMANCE
(a) 30 apDroachwith 400 flapdeflectionand boundary-layercontrol
Configuration ( T_ ( CL f, _, deg T/W
!
Lowersurfaceengineswith 30° O.l 0.63 3.0 0.]6 1
deflectednozzles 0,2 0,90 8,5 0.22
i ..
Uppersurfaceengineswith O.l 0.70 2.0 0.14
straightnozzles 0.2 0.88 7.2 0.24
Uppersurfaceengineswith 20° O.l 0.72 -I.5 0.14
elbowexhaustnozzles 0.2 0.90 2.0 0.22
(h) 30 climbwith 300 flap deflectionand boundary-layercontrol
Configuration++ICLfoOe+1+JW
Lowersurfaceengineswith 300 O.l i 0.45 -0.8 ; 0.22
deflectednozzles I0.2 ) 0.70 5.2 0.29
i
Uppersurfaceengineswith O.l ; 0.51 -0.8 0.19
straightnozzles 0.2 i 0.72 5,5 0.28 3
i
Uppersurfaceengineswith 20° 0.I 0.45 -3,7 0.22
elbowexhaustnozzles 0.2 0.74 1.5 0.27
,P,It,_INO, P,AOICBLANENOT
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TABLE II (Concluded)
(c) 3o climb with 200 flap deflection and boundary-layer control
I
Configuration T_ CL _, deg T/W
Lower surface engines with 200 O.l 0.5 4 0.20
deflected nozzles
0.2 0.7 8 0.29
Upper surface engines with O.l 0.5 2 0.2
straight nozzles 0.2 0.68 8 0.29
1 I f !
Upper surface with 200 elbow O.l 0.5 0 0.20 1
nozzles 0.2 0.75 6 0.27 '
i
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Figure2. - Continued.
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Figure20.- Comparisonof lift andpitching-momentcc,IficientsasaI
function offlat,:l,_flection.o = 0°. Tc = O.2.
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. Figure20.- Concluded.
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Figure21.- Horizontaltaileffectiveness.Lowersurfaceengine
configuration. T_;= 0.2, 6N - 30=,6f = 40°/30=/20°,
, C_= 0.02.
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Figure22.- Effectofhorizontaltailincidence.Lowersurfacengineconfiguration.
r'c= o.2,6N= 3¢',6f= _/3¢/Z0_,C_=O.O2.
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Figure23.- Horizontaltail effectiveness.Uppersurface ngineswith20° elbowexhaust
nozzles.T_:= O.2, 8f = 40=, Cl_= O.04.
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Figure2/.-Variationfstaticlateral-directionalcoefficientswi hangleofattackfor
theuppersurfaceengineconfigurationwith20°elbowexhaustnozzles.
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obtainedfor6s = 70°.
Figure28.- Effectofrightwingspoilerdeflectionfortheuppersurface ngine
configurationwith20° elbowexhaustnozzles.Tc-O.2, 6f 40°,
Cp= 0,04.
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(b) Longitudinalcharacteristics.
Figure28.- Concluded.
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Figure29.- Effectof inoperativerightengineandasymmetericboundary-layer
controlfor theuppersurfaceengineconfigurationwith20° elbow
exhaustnozzles,6f = 40°.
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Figure29.- Conclude.
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Figure30.- Effectof inoperativerightengineanddifferentialflapdeflection
withasymmeteriC'boundary-layercontrolforthe uppersurface
engineconfigurationwith20= elbowexhaustnozzles.
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Figure30,- Concluded.
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